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Preface 

This paper attempts to determine whether the bomb 

scores achieved by B-52 crews on routine training missions 

are primarily determined by the crew, and if so, what fac¬ 

tors of crew experience and background are most important 

in the bombing process. The study is believed to be timely 

in that there has been a large turnover of flying personnel 

in the Strategic Air Command (SAC) in recent years, and SAC 

commanders at all levels are faced with the problem of try¬ 

ing to maintain SAC's traditional high level of performance 

with a crew force that is relatively inexperienced. 

I wish to express my gratitude to my advisor. Lieutenant 

Colonel Charles J. Doryland for the assistance he gave me 

throughout the formulation and preparation of this thesis. 

His insistence that I determine early my objectives, scope, 

and methodology resulted in a framework to work in, without 

which I would have had great difficulty turning the liter¬ 

ally thousands o! numbers in the data into a readable paper 

in the time available. 

I also wish to thank Brigadier General Thomas F. Rew, 

and Brigadier General Thomas P. Conlin, former and present 

commander of the 17th Bomb Wing respectively, for their sup¬ 

port, the many personnel of the 17th Bomb Wing who assisted 

me in gathering data, and Major Jon Hobbs of the AFIT Systems 

Management Department for his help with the mathematical 

formulation. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the effect of aircrew and equipment 

factors on bomb scores achieved by electronically simulated 

bomb releases in B-52 aircraft. A total of 260 low level, 

synchronous releases performed by one SAC squadron over a 

six-month period were analyzed. Multiple linear regression 

analysis was used to analyze the effect of 16 crew factors 

and two equipment factors on bomb scores. At a .05 level of 

significance, no single crew factor was found to consistently 

affect bomb scores. It was also found that certain of the 

aircraft have a greater effect (either positive or negative) 

on bomb scores than any of the crew factors which were 

studied. 

V 
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t 
I. Introduction 

Systems analysts are trained, as the name implies, to 

analyze systems. The type and size of system can vary con¬ 

siderably, but it will include three parts or stages: (1) 

resources (or "inputs") which are (2) going through some 

process to (3) produce an output. The systems analyst's job 

is to determine, if possible, the optimum way to use the 

available resources to produce the maximum output within the 

given constraints. The classic examples have generally come 

from the field of weapons development and acquisition, where 

dozens of firms were involved, and millions of dollars were 

at stake. (Ref 4:243) 

This study attempts to analyze a system which consists 

of: (1) B-52 aircrew members who are (2) planning and fly¬ 

ing training missions to (3) produce bombing results. The 

aircrew members consist of aircraft commanders, radar navi¬ 

gators, and navigators of the 34th Bombardment Squadron, 

17th Bombardment Wing, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 

The training missions are routine missions of the type flown 

in the U.S. by SAC crews. The bombing results are electron¬ 

ically simulated bomb releases, with the circular error of 

probability (CEP) of impact computed in azimuth and distance 

1 
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from the target point by a ground station. (Azimuth is not 

considered in this study.) The result achieved on a bomb 

release is commonly called a "bomb score," and that term 

will be used hereafter in this paper. Bomb scores, then, 

are the output measure for the process under study. 

It may be argued that from a B-52 squadron or wing 

commander's point of view, bomb scores are not a proper meas¬ 

ure of crew productivity. Certainly there are others, such 

as navigation, electronic countermeasures, and knowledge of 

a crew's assigned Emergency War Order (EWO) mission. But 

bomb scores are a valid output measure for bomber crews for 

two reasons. The first and foremost reason is that the ul¬ 

timate SAC mission is to drop bombs on enemy targets, and it 

follows that it will do little good to do everything per¬ 

fectly all the way to the target area if the crew then can 

not hit the target. The second reason, and one which may be 

of more immediate interest to commanders, is that the suc¬ 

cess or failure of a SAC bombardment wing on its semi-annual 

operational readiness inspections (ORI) is determined almost 

entirely by its bombing performance. However, whether or 

not bomb scores are a realistic measure of output may be a 

moot point. The more important point is that if bombing re¬ 

sults can be improved to some extent by the way available 

crew members are formed into crews, then it is of interest 

2 
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to commanders. 

Research Objective 

This study attempts to determine what effect, if any, 

various factors of aii^rew member background and experience 

have on bombing results. Moreover, it attempts to determine 

if, given a squadron in which there is a wide range of ex¬ 

perience, there are ways to form crews which will result in 

the best overall bomb scores. Thus, the research objective 

can be stated as follows: To determine if the bombing re¬ 

sults of a B-52 squadron, with current manning, might be 

improved by proper selection of aircrew combinations. Note 

that there is no attempt to determine a mathematical "model" 

for predicting bomb scores for a given crew or all the 

crews. 

A Previous Study 

At this point it is well to point out that a similar 

study was conducted in 1967 by Colonel Herman L. Gilster, 

then of the United States Air Force Academy. (Ref 16) That 

study differs from this one in two important respects. The 

stated objective of Colonel Glister's study was to determine 

whether there is a significant relationship between a crew 

member's background and how well he performs at bombing on 

a given ORI. This research also sought to determine 
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relationships between crew member backgrounds and bombing 

performance. But the overriding objective is to then use 

these findings to determine whether combinations of crew 

members, rather than individual capability, may be of more 

interest to commanders. 

But the really major difference in the two studies is 

in the crew members. Since 1967, throughout SAC, there has 

been a large turnover of personnel in the three crew posi¬ 

tions which are used for input variables in this study. A 

comparison of the experience of the aircraft commanders in 

the two studies serves to illustrate the point. On the 387 

crews which were studied in 1967, the aircraft commanders 

averaged 3,946 total flying hours, 1,586 B-52 hours, and 

12.1 years commissioned service; in this study the figures 

are 1,573 total flying hours, 818 B-52 hours, and 4.8 years 

commissioned service. Similar comparisons could be shown 

for the other two positions, although the differences are 

most pronounced in the aircraft commander position. 

The results of Colonel Glister's study, as presented 

in the abstract accompanying the study, are given below. 

This thesis does not attempt to either confirm or refute 

those findings. 

.. Ilikiutt* ■ÉHMNIÉIMiaiHÉIIV 
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This report analyzes five qualitative and 

six quantitative input variables to determine their 

effect on SAC B-52 combat crew output as measured 
bv simulated wartime exercise bombing accuracy. 0 
the qualitative variables, if we disregard the in¬ 
herent differences in accuracy caused by equipment 

variations in different models of the B-52, we find 

that crew output can be predicted most relia ly y 
crew designation. Select crews deliver the most 
accurate bombs and Ready crews least accurate 
bombs. Of the quantitative variables, the aircratt 

commander's experience level, expressed either y 

total flying hours or total commissioned service, 

plus his educational level provide the m°st re“" 
able predicators of crew output. A crew s bombing 

accuracy improves as the aircraft commander s ex¬ 

perience level increases to approximately 4,5UU ^ 

flying hours or 11 years commissioned service. e- 

yond this peint, accuracy begins to decrease at 
increasing rate until at approximately 6,700 hours/ 

16 years, it equals that of a new crew. Also, 
accuracy improves as the aircraft colander s edu¬ 

cational level rises from high school gyadua^ ^ 
the master’s degree, but the incremental ^crease 

is not as great at higher levels of education 
is at lower levels. Finally, the report discusses 
possible changes to personnel policies as a result 

of these findings and recommends further studies 

of crew output in fighter and transport aircraft 

units. 

Qualifications 

A qualification must be put on the results as presented 

in this paper. Actual bomb scores are classified informa¬ 

tion and of course cannot be revealed in an unclassified 

paper. Therefore, when numerical results are presented in 

the paper, only relationships are shown and not absolute 

figures. 
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Tb s study, and the system, are both obviously limited 

in scope. The system is only a part of a larger system. 

The latter statement can, of course, be made about any sys¬ 

tem, but it is more immediately evident in this case because 

directly involved in a bomb run also are: (1) the other 

members of the aircrew, (2) the aircraft and its integral 

equipment, and (3) the ground station which scores the sim¬ 

ulated bomb release. In succeeding chapters, the impact of, 

and assumptions regarding these other factors are treated. 

6 
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II. The Variables in the System 

There are essentially three ways for a B-52 to drop 

bombs: from high altitude, at low level, and from a stand¬ 

off position using airborne missiles. The tactic most 

likely to be used in a nuclear engagement, and therefore the 

type most often practiced on training missions, is the low 

level drop (or "release" as it is more commonly called.) 

Consequently, low altitude releases are the only type con¬ 

sidered in this study. 

There are also two types of low altitude releases: 

(1) synchronous releases, using radar bombing techniques, 

and (2) alternate releases, which simulate failure of some 

component of the radar bombing system. Since the synchro¬ 

nous releases involve a greater degree of crew coordination, 

and because the crew has greater control over the accuracy 

of a synchronous release, only synchronous releases are con¬ 

sidered in this study. In short then, only low level, syn¬ 

chronous releases are considered. The bomb scores on those 

releases are the dependent variable in the system model. 

The number of synchronous releases per sortie on the 

missions studied in this paper varied from one to six, with 

the average being approximately three. Releases on training 

iUi]lliui;iilin,iiu.;,l„:.:.l. ... 
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missions may be made in succession on several targets during 

one "run," or in a series of passes over a target. Based on 

information gained in interviews with crew members, in this 

study all releases on a mission are considered as separate 

(independent) events. Each release, then, is considered as 

a data point, or observation. 

Other Crew Members 

The aircraft commander, radar navigator, and navigator 

are involved in a closely coordinated team effort during a 

synchronous bombing run. The functions of the three other 

crew members (ccpilot, electronic warfare officer, and de¬ 

fensive systems operator) during a bomb run are considered, 

for purposes of this study, to have a negligible effect on 

the resulting bomb scores. It is true that any one, or all 

three, of these other crew members may play some role in the 

bomb run. But the degree to which they will enter into the 

bomb run, either in planning or performing it, is generally 

determined by the aircraft commander or radar navigator. 

Since this is so, the contribution of these other three 

positions during the bomb run should essentially be re¬ 

flected in the experience of the aircraft commander or radar 

navigator. The experience of each of the latter two is in¬ 

cluded among the variables investigated for effect on bomb 

8 
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scores. 

Aircraft 

Inevitably there are differences in the bombing per¬ 

formance of different aircraft, or of the same aircraft on 

different days. The accuracy of the radar, which is highly 

dependent on calibration and "stability" in the aircraft's 

electrical system, is the most obvious of the differences 

which can exist. There are those who believe that differ¬ 

ences in aircraft are more responsible for variations in 

bomb scores than any other factor. If that is so, then it 

is possible that this one factor could dominate all others 

to the extent that it may be impossible to determine other 

significant variables by analytical means. That possibility 

was considered in this study and is addressed in later 

chapters. 

RBS Sites 

The bomb scores which are recorded on training missions 

are computed by radar bomb scoring (RBS) sites which track 

the aircraft on radar during its bomb run. This introduces 

another variable into the system in that several sites are 

utilized, and again there may be variations in the perform¬ 

ance of the equipment at different sites, or at the same 

site at different times. This possibility is taken into 
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account in the study and is again addressed in later 

chapters. 

Integral Crew Experience 

Since a bomb run obviously involves close coordination 

between the aircraft commander, radar navigator, and navi¬ 

gator, it is of course conceivable that experience together 

as a crew would be the most significant factor in determin¬ 

ing the bomb scores which a crew achieves. The procedures 

to be used by a crew are spelled out in detail in various 

directives, and checklists are used for all phases of a 

mission, but different individuals will still have their own 

techniques. If the other crew.members are familiar with 

these techniques, the crew effort, it seems, should become 

better coordinated and more productive. Whether experience 

together as a crew contributes more significantly to a 

crew's bomb scores than individual factors, therefore, had 

to be investigated in the study. 

Individual Factors 

The variables of primary interest in this study are, of 

course, the individual crew members, or more specifically, 

factors of experience, capability and background which the 

crew members possess. With regards to experience, the fol¬ 

lowing are considered for each crew member studied: 

10 
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(1) total flying time, (2) B-52 flying time, (3) years of 

rated service, and (4) length of time in present crew posi¬ 

tion. The factors considered in the area of capability are: 

(1) standing (by percentile) in undergraduate pilot training 

or navigator training class upon completion of training, (2) 

performance on B-52 combat crew training school (CCTS) 

standardization evaluation (stanboard) mission upon comple¬ 

tion of CCTS, (3) performance on 17th Bomb Wing initial 

qualification stanboard mission in present crew position, 

and (4) performance on three most recent routine stanboaru 

missions when (2) and (3) above were not available. 

Also considered is one factor which might best be 

called a motivation factor, that being whether an individual 

had been flying another type of aircraft operationally prior 

to his present assignment in B-52 aircraft. It is conceiv¬ 

able that young pilots being transferred to bombers might be 

somewhat disgruntled, and consequently might not be perform¬ 

ing to the best of their ability. 

Lastly, one factor which might be listed under either 

"capability" or "motivation" was considered, that being an 

individual’s college (undergraduate) grade point average. 

No consideration was given to either the field of study or 

the school attended. 

11 
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Ass„u?P.tions.Re^a,.rdin£m Other Variables. 

One can readily think of numerous other variables which 

might affect bomb scores. Some which come to mind immedi¬ 

ately are such things as weather in the target area, day or 

night mission, and mission length. In performing the analy¬ 

sis, factors of that type are assumed to balance out 

over the period of time and the number of sample points 

(releases) studied. 

There are also intangibles such as how well the crew 

members get along with each other, and whether the crew as a 

whole is motivated toward the mission. Factors of that na¬ 

ture quite possibly affect crew and individual performance 

more than any other. But they are difficult, at best, to 

measure and quantify; moreover, during the time period which 

this study covers, there were many crew changes. As a re¬ 

sult of those crew changes, on only 19 percent of the re¬ 

leases studied in this paper, had the pilot, radar navigator 

and navigator flown this type of mission together as a crew 

more than four times previously. Furthermore, with the ex¬ 

ception of the crews which spent a majority of the time 

period on temporary duty in Southeast Asia, not one crew re¬ 

mained together for the entire time period covered by the 

study. For these reasons then, factors of crew personality, 

morale, and motivation were not considered in this study. 

12 
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The Data Base 

The period of time covered by this study is 1 July 1972 

through 31 December 1972. The majority of the low level 

synchronous releases performed by 34th Bomb Squadron combat 

ready integral crews, and scored by a RBS site, during that 

six-month period, are included as data points in the study. 

Only missions which were performed by line, combat ready 

crews were included. This excluded: (1) missions flown by 

stanboard crews, (2) missions where members of the squadron 

or wing staff were performing duties in one of the three 

primary crew positions, and (3) missions on which instruc¬ 

tors were conducting upgrade training in one or more of the 

three primary crew positions. In short, the missions in¬ 

cluded in the study were those which were performed by the 

type of crews and crew members which a commander could 

normally expect to have assigned to his B-52 squadron. 

Data on crew members' flying experience was obtained 

from individual flight records available in the 17th Bomb 

Wing during January 1973. As a result, missions on which 

one of the three primary crew positions had been occupied 

by someone who then retired, transferred or separated prior 

to 1 January 1973 could not be included in the study. Crew 

members who became qualified after 1 July 1972 were included 

in the study. 

13 
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The net result of the inclusions and exclusions of the 

above paragraphs was a total of 260 releases on 89 missions, 

performed by 23 different aircraft commanders, 22 radar 

navigators, and 24 navigators, comprising 49 different crew 

combinations. "Unreliable" releases which were a result of 

crew error are included in the total. ORI missions were not 

included. 

Stanboard Data Determination 

The factors of crew member experience, capability, and 

background as outlined in Chapter II are self-explanatory 

with the exception of performance on stanboard missions. 

Data for stanboard flight inputs was taken from SAC Form 817 

on which the stanboard evaluator records his evaluation of 

the individual's performance. All phases of the mission, 

from mission planning, through the flight, to forms comple¬ 

tion, are graded in detail. A grade is assigned for each 

phase of the mission, and each item within that phase, as 

follows: "H" for "highly qualified," "Q" for "qualified," 

"C" for "conditionally qualified," and "U" for "unqualified.' 

For this study, an ordinal scale of 3 for H, 2 for Q, 1 for 

C, and 0 for U, was arbitrarily applied. The average of all 

grades on the form was then used as the input. 

14 
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Since crew member evaluation data is not required to 

be kept indefinitely in individual flight records, data on 

CCTS and 17th Bomb Wing initial qualification stanboard 

missions was not available on all individuals. The absence 

of this information, however, is not considered a serious 

loss of data. The reason the data was missing invariably 

was because it had been several years since the individual 

had taken the stanboard flight. Since standards, procedures, 

and individuals inevitably change with time, the value of 

the data would be questionable at best. (In performing the 

analysis, a stanboard input factor was applied for each crew 

member from either a combination of the CCTS and the initial 

qualification stanboards, or recent annual proficiency 

stanboards.) 

RBS Site Identification 

Of the 89 missions included in this study, all but ten 

were flown against one of three primary RBS sites used by 

the 1/th Bomb Wing during that period. Those three sites 

will be identified only as A, B, and C in the paper. The 

total missions and releases flown against each site are as 

follows: site A—26 missions, 79 releases; site B—29 mis¬ 

sions, 73 releases; site C—24 missions, 82 releases. As 

can be seen, 24 releases, or less than ten percent of the 

15 
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total, were at sites other than A, B, and C. 

Integral Crew Experience Factors 

To obtain inputs for crew experience together as a 

crew, three crew member combinations and three experience 

criteria were used. The crew member combinations are: 

(1) aircraft commander, radar navigator and navigator to¬ 

gether, (2) aircraft commander and radar navigator together, 

and (3) radar navigator and navigator together. The crew 

experience criteria are: (1) first or second low level 

mission together, (2) third or fourth low level mission to¬ 

gether, and (3) fifth or greater low level mission together. 

(Two missions together are roughly equivalent to one month 

together. Obviously, to get this experience data, crew com¬ 

position on missions flown prior to July had to be 

looked at.) 

Pilot Training, Navigator Training and GPA 

Data on individuals' standing in undergraduate pilot 

training or navigation training, were obtained by question¬ 

na irre. Data on college grade point average (GPA) was ob¬ 

tained from the Air Force Institute of Technology admissions 

branch. Again, data on these two items was not available on 

all individuals. 
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The Independent Variables 

The basic independent variables which were included in 

the analysis are the following: 

1. Aircraft Commander (AC) total flying time 

2. AC B-52 flying time 

3. AC years of rated service 

4. AC composite stanboard input 

5. AC previous assignment in other operational 

aircraft. 

6. AC years (or fractions thereof) as fi-52 AC 

7 through 12. For radar navigators (RN), corresponding 

to 1 through 6 for aircraft commanders. 

13 through 16. For navigators (N), corresponding to 1 

through 6 for aircraft commanders with the exception of pre¬ 

vious assignment and years as a B-52 navigator. The sample 

was too small on previous assignment, and years as a B-52 

navigator is highly correlated with years of rated service. 

17. RBS Site A 

18. RBS Site B 

19. RBS Site C 

20. RBS Site other than A, B, or C 

21. Combination of AC-RN-N flying either their first 

or second low level mission together as a crew. 

22. AC-RN first or second mission together 

17 
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23. RN-N first or second mission together 

24. ,>RN-N third or fourth mission together 

25. AC-RN third or fourth mission together 

26. RN-N third or fourth mission together 

27. AC-RN-N more than four missions together 

28. AC-RN more than four missions together 

29. RN-N more than four missions together 

The variables listed above were available and included 

in the analysis for all 260 data points. A variety of data 

combinations had to be chosen to include those variables for 

which data was not available on all individuals. Those var¬ 

iables were: CCTS stanboard results, 17th Bomb Wing initial 

qualification stanboard results, standing in undergraduate 

pilot training or navigator training, and college GPA. 

The next chapter outlines the method used to analyze 

the data. 
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III. Methodology 
mmrnmrnmmmmmimmmmmmmamimiimmmmmmmmkm 

The method used in this study to try to determine 

significant crew inputs in the low level synchronous bombing 

process is multiple linear regression. In simplest terms, 

this means that the process of releasing a bomb is modeled 

by using an equation of the form, 

Y = B0 + B1X1 + B2X2 + ... + BkXk + e 

where Y represents the bomb score (the dependent variable) 

which results from combining the aircraft commander's B-52 

flying time, the radar navigator's B-52 flying time, the 

navigator's total flying time, etc. etc., which are repre¬ 

sented by the X's (the independent variables). The B's 

(the coefficients) indicate the contribution of each inde¬ 

pendent variable to the score, and they can be either posi¬ 

tive or negative, depending on whether the associated 

variable has the effect of making the scores larger or 

smaller. The e is a random error term which represents the 

variability of Y due to errors in making the observations. 

If all of the 260 bomb scores being studied, and the 

variables which went into producing each score, are put to¬ 

gether as one system of linear equations, then by multiple 
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linear regression (the method of least squares) the coeffi¬ 

cients can be determined. One then has an equation which 

might be used for predicting a bomb score within some range 

with a known level of confidence. 

Several features of multiple linear regression formula¬ 

tion made it desirable for this study, even though a model 

for predicting bomb scores was not an objective. The first 

is that it allows the separate influences of the independent 

variables on the bomb scores to be observed and, more impor¬ 

tantly, simple statistical tests will show whether these 

influences are actually significant or whether they might 

best be disregarded. Also, the regression method, through 

the use of qualitative variables assigned a value of 1 or 0, 

allows variables to be included which are not otherwise 

quantifiable. An example of the use of the latter in this 

study is the RBS sites. If a release was made at site A, 

the value 1 was given to that variable for that release, and 

the value 0 was given to sites B and C. In the resulting 

regression equation, the value of the coefficient of the 

variable corresponding to site A would indicate the number 

of units of distance to be added to, or subtracted from, the 

score if a release were made at site A, relative to those 

sites not then included in the equation. Statistical tests 

will also show whether the coefficient of a qualitative 
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variable is significant in che equation. 

Assumptions 

In order for the use of multiple linear regression 

analysis to be valid, several assumptions have to be made. 

The first of these is the assumption of linearity. This 

assumption means that, for the range of values being 

studied, the relationship between Y and the X's is a 

straight-line relationship, the X's being either a recorded 

value or some transformation of that value. For example, 

if the X's in the equation were aircraft commander B-52 

flying time, and navigator years as a B-52 navigator, it 

would be assumed that the relationship between bomb scores, 

and aircraft commander B-52 flying time is a linear one, 

and that the relationship between bomb scores and navigator 

years as a B-52 navigator is also a linear one. If there 

were some reason to believe that bomb scores are directly 

related to, say, the logarithm of the aircraft commander's 

B-52 flying time, then it might be included as a variable 

and the assumption of linearity would apply to it. 

The other assumptions apply to the error terms which 

exist in the observations. The error terms are assumed to 

be normally distributed with a mean of zero and a constant 

variance, and to be mutually independent in the statistical 
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sense. An example of what this means in this study is that 

of the EBS sites' scoring of the releases. The recorded 

score may vary from what it actually was, due to errors in 

observation. But the errors are assumed to have a normal 

(bell-shaped) distribution with a mean of zero. The con¬ 

stant variance assumption in this case means that the vari¬ 

ance of this error is assumed to be the same for a fixed 

setting of the X's in the equation. The errors are mutually 

independent if the error in measuring one release does not 

contribute to the error in measuring another. 

Although there can never be complete assurance that 

these assumptions will hold, familiarity with the process 

being studied will lead one to believe that t. iy are reason¬ 

able. The assumptions were accepted for this study. 

Analytical Method 

The regression analysis was performed on a GE 600 

computer, utilizing the Biomedical Computer Program (BMD) 

stepwise regression routine, one of the many routines in 

the BMD package developed by the University of California 

at Los Angeles. A brief description of what the routine 

does is presented in Appendix A. 

Several features of the BMD stepwise regression routine 

made it attractive for this analysis. As with most routines 
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the mean and standard deviation of each variable, and a 

correlation matrix of all variables, is displayed. At each 

step, as a variable is entered into or removed from the re¬ 

gression equation, the routine prints out (along with other 

statistics) the following: (1) an R2 value, (2) the analy¬ 

sis of variance F-statistic, and (3) the coefficients of 

the variables in the equation at that step and the standard 

error of those coefficients, from which a t-statistic can 

be computed. 

The table of means and standard deviations of the 

variables was particularly useful for determining the rela¬ 

tive experience of the crew members in the various groupings 

of data which were used. The correlation matrix is useful 

for determining when multi-collinearity--correlation between 

values of two or more variables, which can lead to invalid 

statistical tests on the B,s--exists. Also, the correlation 

between the dependent variable and the individual independent 

variables provides some indication of which independent vari¬ 

ables might prove to be significant. 

The R2 statistic provides a general indication of how 

well the regression line "fits" the data. In other words, 

R2 is a measure of the percentage of variance of the de¬ 

pendent variable about its mean which can be explained by 

the independent variables in the equation. By observing 
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the magnitude of the increase in R2 at each step of the 

routine, one can determine whether the fit of the line is 

improving at a continuous rate, and hence gain some idea 

of whether the entering variables are meaningful. 

The BMD stepwise regression routine has provisions 

for specifying the minimum level of significance that a 

variable must have in order to enter the regression equa¬ 

tion, and the level each variable must maintain in order to 

remain in the equation. In order to allow a large number 

of variables to enter the equation so that the contribution 

of each could be observed, the level of significance for 

both entry and removal was purposely kept low (approximately 

the 50 percent confidence level) in this study. 

The following decision rule was established to deter¬ 

mine when a variable was significant in the statistical 

sense: If at each step in the routine at which the F-ratio 

for the equation at that step was large enough that one 

could reject the null hypothesis that all coefficients in 

the equation were zero, the t-ratio for a coefficient was 

large enough that one could reject the null hypothesis that 

the coefficient was equal to zero, then the variable 

(factor) associated with that coefficient was to be con¬ 

sidered significant. All tests were to be made at the 

95 percent significance level; i.e., the probability of 
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rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is .05.1 

The variable might have either a positive or negative effect 

on the score, depending on whether the coefficient in the 

equation was positive or negative. 

A general method of analysis was established which 

could utilize the statistics described above and the 

writer's empirical knowledge of the data base. First a 

computer "run" was to be made using all available data 

points and variables. Then the data would be divided into 

groups, each of which had a common factor which corresponded 

to a like factor in the other groups, and each of these 

groups would be analyzed. For example, the data might be 

divided (or "blocked") into three groups according to 

whether the score came from RBS site A, B, or C, and a run 

would be made on each group. The results of these runs 

would be compared to see what similarities existed. The 

correlation matrix, and the table of means and standard 

deviations would be examined for possible causal relations 

which may have been responsible for dissimilar results. The 

data blocks might then be sub-divided again, provided the 

resulting number of data points would be at least 30. At 

each step also, the correlation matrix would be examined 

4his is often referred to as a .05 level of signifi¬ 

cance, but .93 is thought to have greater appeal for the 
average reader and thus will be used throughout this paper. 
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for closely correlated independent variables, each of 
„ / 

which had approximately the same correlation with the 

dependent variable. For example, navigator total flying 

time and navigator B-52 flying time could be expected to 

be closely correlated, and to each have approximately the 

same correlation with bomb scores. When possible, one of 

the variables would be dropped in the following run. 

The objective of the method just described was to 

identify crew member factors which would consistently prove 

to be significant under like conditions. If either indi¬ 

vidual or crew factors, which would enable commanders to 

put together aircrew combinations which would improve their 

squadrons* overall bombing results, could be thus conclu¬ 

sively identified, the research objective would be 

realized. 
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IV. Results 

This chapter presents the results of the analysis of 

the data. Starting with the first computer run which was 

made, each "run" or series of runs is described, and the 

significant variables (at the .95 level as described in 

Chapter III) which were identified in each run are listed. 

The R2 value of the equation containing only the signifi¬ 

cant variables is also shown. The rationale for performing 

each successive mn or series of runs is then explained. 

When significant variables are listed, the following 

notation is used: a variable described as "positive" is 

one which improves the bomb score; i.e., reduces the CEP, 

while a "negative" factor is one which increases the CEP. 

Comment on conclusions in this chapter is limited to 

that which is necessary to explain the rationale behind 

performing the various analysis. 

Initial Results 

The first run included all 260 data points. The 29 

variables detailed in Chapter II were used. The only 

significant variable which was identified was, "Aircraft 

Commander previous assignment in other operational air¬ 

craft," a positive factor. The R2 value for the equation 
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containing only the constant term and the one significant 

variable was .024, a totally unacceptable result 

Aircraft Included As Qualitative Variables 

Since none of the RBS sites had emerged as a signifi¬ 

cant variable in the initial run, it was decided to check 

the other factor external to the crew in the bombing pro¬ 

cess, the aircraft, to find if they were perhaps dominating 

the analysis. A run was made which included qualitative 

variables for the 14 aircraft. The results were: 

Aircraft 008 — Positive 

Aircraft 009 — Positive 

Aircraft 023 — Negative 

AC previous operational assignment -- Positive 

R2 « .14 

Observation of the scores of the individual aircraft 

revealed that in some cases there was a considerable differ¬ 

ence in scores from month to month, or from one point in 

time to another point several months later. These differ¬ 

ences could probably be attributed to gradual failure, or 

replacement, of some component of the bombing system. In 

view of this, it was decided to further investigate the in¬ 

fluence of the aircraft on the bombing process by analyzing 

the data for July through September, and October through 
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December, separately. These two periods were chosen only 

on the basis of having convenient reference points while 

also providing enough data points in each group to permit 

further analysis. Had there been sufficient data points, 

one-month or two-month time periods would have been 

preferable. 

The July-September data included 154 data points. The 

variables were the same as for the preceding run except that 

two of the aircraft were not included since they had no re¬ 

leases during the period. The results for the July- 

September period: 

Aircraft 008 — Positive 

Aircraft 009 — Positive 

Aircraft 023 — Negative 

R2 = .13 

The October-December data included 106 points, the same 

variables as previously, and 10 aircraft, the remaining air¬ 

craft having had three or less releases during the period. 

The results: 

Aircraft 008 -- Positive 

Aircraft 012 — Positive 

Aircraft 023 — Negative 

RN-N more than four missions together -- Positive 

R2 - .36 
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From the results of these runs which included the 

aircraft as variables, it appeared that at least some of 

the aircraft consistently had a greater effect on bomb 

scores than any crew factor. The effect could be positive, 

as in the case of aircraft 008, or negative as for aircraft 

023. 

If the bomb scores were being determined primarily by 

the aircraft regardless of a crew's capability, the influ¬ 

ence of the aircraft would have to be overcome before sig¬ 

nificant crew inputs could be identified. The problem can 

be visualized as in Figure 1. 

Crew Inputs 

Figure 1. Effect of Aircraft Bias 

Referring to Figure 1, with all data points generated by air¬ 

craft 023 and 008 included in one analysis, the regression 
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method might fit Une RR' to the data. If one of the crew 

inputs were, say, RN B-52 flying time, and the RNs who gen¬ 

erated points B and A had 800 and 1,200 hours of B-52 time, 

respectively, an increase of B-52 flying time would • ppear 

to have an adverse effect on bomb scores; i.e., make the 

scores larger. If the analysis were to be done only on 

those scores made with either aircraft 023 or 008 however, 

an approximation of the relationship of flying time to bomb 

scores could be determined. 

The large number of variables being investigated, and 

the relatively small number of scores available per air¬ 

craft, precluded using just one aircraft for the analysis. 

But if a group of aircraft were all observed to be getting 

approximately the same scores, then analysis of that group 

should effectively remove the influence of the aircraft and 

allow the influence of crew factors to be determined. 

Blocking Bv Aircraft 

A method of blocking the aircraft was devised as 

follows: 

1. The average scores for each aircraft for the July 

through September, and October through December time periods 

were computed. All reliable scores for all aircraft were 

used; i.e., the scores from missions which had been excluded 
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ffrom the analysis for the reasons outlined in Chapter II 

were also included (with the exception of ORI missions). 

2. The average scores for each aircraft/period were 

then arranged in ascending order and examined for natural 

groupings by which the aircraft might be categorized. In 

Table I on the following page, the results are shown. 

3. The aircraft/period were arbitrarily divided into 

the three groups indicated simply by observing that the 

scores were relatively clustered in those groups, with 

"breaks” between groups. Hereafter, these groups will be 

referred to as group I (good), group II (medium) and group 

III (poor). There were 66 data points in group I, 104 in 

group II, and 90 in group III. 

Grouping aircraft of similar quality in this manner, 

and analyzing within groups, should have the effect of 

starting each crew out on an equal basis for achieving bomb 

scores. Within a group of like aircraft then, it should be 

possible to determine whether crew factors of experience 

and capability have a measurable effect on bomb scores. 

Results of Aircraft Blocking 

An analysis of each of the three aircraft groups, using 

all the original variables, was made. The significant vari¬ 

ables and R2 for each group are as follows: 
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Group I: 

AC previous operational assignment -- Positive 

RN total flying time — Negative 

Navigator stanboard input — Positive 

R2 - .21 

Group II: 

Navigator B-52 flying time -- Negative 

r2 » ,05 

Group III: 

RN B-52 flying time — Positive 

RN-N more than four missions together -- Positive 

R2 = .12 

It had been expected that, with the external influence 

of the aircraft on the bomb scores effectively removed, the 

crew factors which affect the scores could be determined, 

and that the same factors would prove to be significant in 

the analysis of each group. One can see from the results 

that no single crew factor proved to be significant in more 

than one group. Perhaps the bias caused by aircraft was not 

the only factor which was preventing significant crew inputs 

from being identified. 

Based on examination of data and a knowledge of the 

crew members' backgrounds, and in line with the research 

objective of improving selection of aircrew combinations. 
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it was decided to further divide the data. 

Blocking By C Members 

By cursory examination of the data 0:1 individual crew 

members, it v’as obvious that aircraft commanders and radar 

navigators could be grouped roughly into categories. It is 

conceivable that if there were a great deal of difference 

in the individual contribution of experienced vs. inexperi¬ 

enced ACs or RNs on a crew, unless separate analysis were 

performed for crews with experienced personnel at either of 

those two positions, and crews with relatively inexperienced 

personnel at either of those two positions, it would be im¬ 

possible to determine the significance of any crew factors 

in producing bomb scores. Therefore, in order to try to 

determine factors which would be applicable to a particular 

range of AC or RN experience, groups of ACs and RNs were 

identified, then analyzed separately within the same air¬ 

craft groups that were used previously. The aircraft 

commander groups are hereafter identified as group 1 and 

group 2; the radar navigator groups are hereafter identified 

as group A and group B. 

Group 1--This group consisted of those ACs who, after 

pilot training, had flown in Southeast Asia for one year, 

then had been assigned to B-52s. They trained at CCTS as 
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ACs, then fl- w as ACs in the 17th Bomb Wing without having 

flown as cop. lots. There were eight ACs in this group. 

They had an average of 3.1 years of rated service, 371 hours 

of B-52 flying time, 1,242 hours total flying time, and less 

than one year as a B-52 AC. 

Group 2--This group consisted of those ACs who had 

been assigned to B-52s upon completion of pilot training, 

trained at CCTS as copilots, then flew as copilots in the 

17th Bomb Wing for approximately one and one-half years be¬ 

fore upgrading to AC. There were seven ACs in this group. 

They had an average of 3.1 years of rated service, 916 hours 

of B-52 flying time and total time, and less than one year 

as AC. 

The remaining eight ACs were generally older and more 

experienced as ACs than those in groups 1 and 2. They had 

an average of 7.4 years of rated service, 1,164 hours of 

B-52 flying time, 3,610 hours total flying time, and 2.1 

years as a B-52 AC. However, this eight accounted for only 

63 of the 260 total data points, so separate analysis of 

their performance within aircraft groups was not possible. 

Group A--This group consisted of nine RNs, all of whom 

had recently been assigned to B-52s for the first time and 

had no experience as a B-52 navigator. They had an average 

of 14.8 years of rated service, 341 hours of B-52 flying 
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time, 3,015 hours total flying time, and slightly more than 

one-half year as a RN. (Several of this group had had B-47 

experience, but in all cases that had been at least eight 

years previous.) 

Group B~-This group consisted of the remaining 13 RNs, 

all of whom had spent most of their careers in B-52s and 

had also spent considerable time as B-52 navigators prior 

to upgrading to RN. They had an average of 9.8 years of 

rated service, 2,340 hours of B-52 flying time, 3,240 hours 

total flying time, and slightly more than two and one-half 

years as a RN. 

While there was also a wide range of flying time exper¬ 

ience among navigators, with just two exceptions all had 

flown in B-52s exclusively, and distinct groupings could not 

be identified. For informational purposes only, the follow¬ 

ing data on the navigators in the analysis is presented: 

the average years of rated service was 3.3 with a range 

from 1 to 9; average B-52 flying hours was 951 with a range 

from 90 to 2,540. 

Results of Blocking by Crew Members 

The results of this series of runs were generally mixed 

and inconclusive. The results are shown below. 
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AC Group 1, Aircraft Group I; 30 data points: 

No significant variables. 

AC Group 1, Aircraft Group II; 39 data points; 

RN B-52 flying time — Positive 

N B-52 flying time — Negative 

r2 » ,27 

AC Group 1, Aircraft Group III; 32 data points: 

AC B-52 flying time -- Positive 

RN-N more than four missions together -- Positive 

r2 * ,23 

AC Group 2, Aircraft Group II; 39 data points:- 

No significant variables. 

AC Group 2, Aircraft Group III; 41 data points: 

RN B-52 flying time — Positive 

R2 = .13 

RN Group A, Aircraft Group I; 34 data points: 

N B-52 flying time — Positive 

R' ,16 

Iac Group 2, Aircraft Group I, had only 16 data points, 

so that grouping could not be analyzed. 
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RN Group A, Aircraft Group It; 46 data points: 

No significant variables. 

RN Group A, Aircraft Group III; 40 data points: 

N B-52 flying time — Positive 

r2 - .15 

RN Group B, Aircraft Group I; 32 data points: 

No significant variables. 

RN Group B, Aircraft Group II; 58 data points: 

P-RN first or second mission together -- Positive 

RBS Site B — Positive 

r2 ss ,28 

RN Group B, Aircraft Group III; 50 data points: 

RN B-52 flying time — Positive 

R2 - .06 

With this series of runs, the analysis using variables 

for which data was available on all crew members was com¬ 

plete. The conclusions are presented in Chapter V. 

Other Runs 

A variety of runs was also made to investigate the 

relationship to bomb scores of those variables for which 

data was not available on all crew members. To reiterate. 
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'•Sil» 
those variables are: CCTS stanboard check, 17th Bomb Wing 

initial qualification check, standing in pilot or navigator 

training class, and college grade point average. None of 

these variables proved to be significant at the 95 percent 

level. 

T 
III I; 
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Aircrew Factors 

Based on the results of this study, the one conclusion 

that can be drawn about the effect of aircrew factors of 

experience and capability on B-52 bombing results is this: 

with current manning, such as existed in the 17th Bomb Wing 

during the last half of 1972, the experience and/or capabil¬ 

ity of the individual crew members has little effect on 

bomb scores. At the 95 percent significance level, no 

single factor was found to consistently effect the scores 

either positively or negatively. 

Separate analysis of scores achieved in aircraft cate¬ 

gorized as ’'good,” "medium," or "poor" (as described in 

Chapter IV) failed to identify crew member factors which 

consistently had a significant effect on bomb scores. Sepa¬ 

rate analysis of scores achieved by crews with experienced 

radar navigators, and by crews with relatively inexperienced 

radar navigators, failed to identify crew member factors 

which consistently had a significant effect on bomb scores 

for any range of experience. Likewise, separate analysis 

of scores achieved by crews with aircraft commanders who 

were relatively new to the B-52, and by crews with aircraft 
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commanders with B-52 experience exclusively, produced only 

negative results. 

Although in a majority of the computer runs some crew 

member factors were found to be statistically significant, 

the R2 values of the equations containing the factors indi¬ 

cated that only a very small percentage of the variance of 

the bomb scores —less than 29 percent in all cases—could 

be explained by those factors. Because of this, combined 

with the fact that no factors were found to consistently be 

significant under similar conditions, based on this study, 

no recommandâticns can be made for selecting aircrew com¬ 

binations to improve bomb scores. 

The Aircraft 

A conclusion regarding factors other than crew member 

factors is this: individual aircraft can have a greater 

effect on bomb scores than any singly identifiable crew 

factor. When all available data points were used in an 

analysis which included all variables, three of the four 

variables which proved to be significant were aircraft. Two 

of these aircraft, one with a positive and one with a nega¬ 

tive effect, also proved to be significant in separate anal¬ 

ysis of scores generated in the July through September, and 

October through December time periods. In the latter 
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analysis the largest R2 value attained during the entire 

study was achieved. While the majority of the aircraft did 

not prove to affect scores significantly, it is interesting 

to note that a least one aircraft (aircraft 008) had a great 

enough positive effect, and another (aircraft 023) a great 

enough negative effect to consistently have a greater effect 

on bomb scores than any crew member factors. Based on that 

information one can conclude that,given those factors con¬ 

sidered in the analysis, the best way to improve overall 

bomb scores would be to improve the bombing performance of 

the aircraft. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

It is clear that before the effect of crew member 

inputs in the bombing process can be analyzed, the inherent 

differences in the performance of the various aircraft have 

to be overcome. It is recommended that any future studies 

of this type address that problem first. One possibility 

which was not explored in this study would be a weighting 

factor applied to the various aircraft based on the relative 

merits of the aircraft as determined by maintenance person¬ 

nel or the aircrews. 

As pointed out in Chapter II, numerous variables which 

could effect bomb scores were not examined in this study. 
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Host obvious among the crew variables is crew morale and/or 

motivation. It is recommended that any future studies of 

this type include some measure of those factors. 

If air crews do not have a great deal of control over 

the bomb scores they achieve, perhaps bombing accuracy 

should carry little weight in determining officer effective¬ 

ness. Similarly, at the wing level, bombing reliability 

should not be the (effectively) only criteria for deter¬ 

mining success on an ORI. It is recommended that SAC give 

consideration to both of these points. 

The fact that crew member stanboard performance did not 

prove to be a significant factor in determining bomb scores 

may be an indication that stanboard evaluations do not pro¬ 

vide a good measure of crew members' abi1 ity to perform the 

assigned mission. It is recommended that stanboard evalua¬ 

tion procedures and criteria be examined to determine 

whether crew member performance is, in fact, being measured. 

The process of a crew dropping bombs from an aircraft 

onto a target is a system wherein inputs determine an out¬ 

put. As such, the system is subject to analysis to deter¬ 

mine which combinations of inputs produce the optimum out¬ 

put. The inputs will be changing over time; as the inputs 

change, the process changes, so new analysis should be 

performed on a continuing basis. 
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Appendix A 

BMP Stepwise Regression Routine 

This program computes a sequence of multiple linear 

regression equations in a stepwise manner. At each step 

one variable is added to the regression equation. The vari¬ 

able added is the one which makes the greatest reduction in 

the error sum of squares. Equivalently it is the variable 

which has the highest partial correlation with the dependent 

variable partialed on the variables which have already been 

added; and equivalently it is the variable which, if it were 

added, would have the highest F value. In addition, vari¬ 

ables can be forced into the regression equation. Non- 

forced variables are automatically removed when their F 

values become too low. Regression equations with or without 

the regression intercept may be selected. 

Output from this program includes: 

(1) At each step: 

a. Multiple R 

b. Standard error of estimate 

c. Analysis-of-variance table 

d. For variables in the equation: 

1. Regression coefficient 
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2. Standard error 

3. F to remove 

e. For variables not in the equation: 

1. Tolerance 

2. Partial correlation coefficient 

3. F to enter 

(2) Optional output prior to performing regression: 

f. Means and standard deviations 

g. Covariance matrix 

h. Correlation matrix 

(3) Optional output after performing regression: 

i. List of residuals 

j. Plots of residuals vs. input variables 

k. Summary table 

The limitations per problem are: 

(1) Maximum number of variables: 80 

(2) Maximum number of cases: 9,999 

(3) Maximum number of variables to be plotted. 30 
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